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SUGGESTIONS FOR BEGINNING ThE STUDY OF CUNEIFORM

Careful distinction should be made between a language and a means by which a language

may be represented in writing.

When cuneiform inscriptions were first discovered the bulk of them came from the

Assyrian kings. As a result, for some decades the language was called "Assyrian" and the

science was called "Assyriology."

Later, many inscriptions and tablets were found from the city of Babylon from a

period prior to the Assyrian ascendancy, and others from a city known as Accad from a

still earlier time. In view of this, the language comnon to these three areas is now

generally designated as Accadian. The dialect found in Accad itself is designated as

Early Accadian.

The inscriptions from Accad represent a form of the language that is much less

regular than the later writings from Babylon. Since the most regular form of the language

is that found in the laws of Haninurabi, these are often considered a good medium for

beginning the study of cuneiform.

The Accadian language, particularly in the form used in the laws of Hwmurabi, is so

regular and systematic that it is far easier to learn than most other Semitic languages.

Learning also is facilitated by the fact that it is often transliterated into t1 Latin

letters with which we are familiar. The language has many similarities to Hebrew, even

though the grammar differs from it in certain important respects. The cuneiform system of

writing has been used for quite a number of different languages, but the overwhelming mass

of material is in one form or other of the Accadian language.

There are four main types of cuneiform writing of Accadian: that used in Early

Accadian, prior to the rise of Babylon; that used in Early Babylonian; that used in

Assyrian, and that used in Neo-Babylonian writing. Since the Assyrian inscriptions were

the first to be widely studied in modern times the commonly used sign lists have been

based upon this form of the writing, which sens a bit simpler than the more ornate form

used in Early Babylonian writings, or the somewhat different form used in the later

Babylonian period after the destruction of the Assyrian empire.
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The cuneiform Script grew up through a long course of history. As a result it has

quite a number of peculiarities. Many of these have to be picked up gradually, but an

explanation of some of them should make the task of learning easier.

As originated by the Sunerians the writing doubtless began as a series of pictures,

which gradually came to indicate more or less abstract ideas rather than individual

objects. Since the writing was done with a stylus on clay tablets, in most cases the

signs soon developed in such a way as to lose all similarity to the objects originally

represented. In addition, in the development of the writing the signs came to be turned

over on their sides, farther decreasing the similarity to the original pictures.

The cuneiform system is not well suited to represent the Accadian language. It was

invented by the Sumerians, who spoke a language of an entirely different type. This

causes certain marked peculiarities in its application to Accadian. Thus, the Sumerian

language does not distinguish at the end of a syllable between the sounds of b and

between those of , k and q, between those of d, and t, or between those of z, s and

In the Accadian language these distinctions are important, but the system of writing

has no clear way f indicating them. There is also sometimes a lack of clear distinction

at the beginning of a syllable between some of these sounds, particularly b and p, z and

, or dandç.

The cuneiform writing, as invented by the Strians, has designations for individual

vowels, but none for individual consonants. There are signs that indicate a consonant

followed by a vowel, and others that indicate a vowel followed by a consonant. There are

also signs that represent a combination of consonant plus vowel plus consonant. In addi

there are many signs that represent complete words. Sometimes such a sign could be

pronounced in more than one way. Most of these "logograins" (sometimes called "ideograms")

were originated by the Sunerians, and therefore may represent either the Sumerian word or

its Accadlan equivalent. Their use in Accadian is similar to the English custom of

writing Latin abbreviations, such as "etc.", which might be pronounced 'let cetera" as in
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Latin, which was probably the most coemon practice during the 19th century, or, by trans-

lating it into glish, may be read as "and so forth." Accadian writing has an added

feature. Since a sign that stands for a word might sometimes be pronounced in different

ways, a sign is often added to indicate the last two or three sounds. of the word as

pronounced. This is called a phonetic complement. In transliteration it is often repre-

sented by raised (or parenthetical) letters following the word-sign, which mayAbb

transliterated either by writing the Sumerian word in caps or by writing the Accadian word

itself.

In learning the signs it is good to start with the Assyrian forms, since the modern

sign-lists have been arranged on this basis. When the study of cuneiform is begun with

the laws of Hamnurabi, sometimes they are read in a transliteration into the type of signs

used in the Assyrian time, instead of in the original signs, as used in Early Babylonian

times. Since the systems are quite similar it is not very difficult to learn the Early

Babylonian signs after one has learned the Assyrian forms. It is better at first to stick

to one system.

Saveral hundred rare signs occur in cuneiform writing. About 300 signs occur much

more frequently. About 100 of these represent either a vowel alone or a vowel and one

consonant. It is highly desirable to learn these hundred signs thoroughly, for two

reasons: (1) Because they occur so often. (2) If they are learned in the sequence in

which they appear in the sign lists it gives a basis into which to fit other signs as one

comes across them.

The system of arranging signs in lists was worked out by the early students of Assyr-

iology. Although it has some imperfections it is very helpful and the student is advised

to familiarize himself with it. In order to do this, he will find it helpful thoroughly

to memorize the attached sheet, which lists the commonest use of each of these hundred

signs in the order in which they are arranged according to their different elements. The

syllables should be so memorized that they can be repeated rapidly. This should not be
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difficult if one would simply read aloud , ba, zu, su, etc. several times a day,

frequently trying to repeat the sequence from memory. It is usually more efficient to

learn the list as a whole, rather than piecemeal. Varying the pitch of the reading will

often greatly speed up the memorization.

Along with this memorization, it would be advisable to begin to note the reasons for

the order. Look at the first sign, a, which consists simply of a wedge-shaped mark

placed horizontally. Now skip over about a fourth of the list until you cane to a c1oubke

line, followed by the sign ab. This is the first sign in the list that begins with two

horizontal wedge-shaped marks. After about another third of the list, a double line

precedes ra, which is the first sign in the list that begins with three horizontal lines.

After a few more characters another double line precedes the sign e. This is the first

of the signs that start with a mark going obliquely down from left to right. After four

of these, a double line precedes two signs that start with two obliques. Then a double

line precedes the four signs that start with three obliques. Then a double line precedes

one that consists of the peculiar sign that the Germans call a "winkeihaken." I do not

know of a good English equivalent for this German word, but incline toward using the

English word "crescent," since it appears somewhat as a crescent might look if one had to

write it with a stylus. After three signs beginning with one crescent, four with two, and

one with three, there is another double line, preceding "ana" which is written in a square

to indicate that it is not properly one of the syllabic signs. Although this sign is used

at times to represent a syllable consisting of three sounds, it frequently indicates the

word 'ana' which means "to" or "unto." It is inserted here because it consists of one

vertical cuneiform mark, which very fittingly begins this last section of the sign list.

We have thus looked at the signs that begin differently, which are separated by two

lines in the accompanying list. Each section is divided into various subdivisions by one

vertical line, to indicate a change in the second element of the sign. After learning to

write the signs that follow double lines, those that follow single lines should be

learned, and finally, the remaining signs in the list.
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It should be noted that accent marks do not indicate a different sound but merely a

different sign. Thus and represent exactly the same sound, though written by a

different sign.

In Borger's list of simple signs he often gives several syllables for one sign.

Frequently the first of these are syllables containing the sound e, with others following

that contain an i. This is unfortunate. Actually there are three main vowels in

Accadian: a, I and u. E .is a secondary vowel that sometimes is derived from a or from i.,

particularly when a guttural is involved. Any sign for a consonant with i can also be

used to indicate a syllable with the vowel o. Since i is far more cannon the attached

list writes signs with 1. If this list indicates a syllable as including e, it should be

understood as a specialized sign used to show the presence of the vowel e preceding or

following a consonant. There are comparatively few of these but they are of considerable

importance. Thus if Id-el is written, it represents the syllable kel.

Special Marks on the List

Ordinarily this list includes only one meaning for each sign. However, a circle is

placed under the sign p to direct attention to the fact that perhaps two meanings should

have been stated here. This is because, while it denotes p1 in the Assyrian period, in

the time of Haniuurabi it represents wa, wi or wu.

In two cases a square has been written under a sign to indicate that the sign a!may

equally well represent any vowel with an aleph either preceding or following it, and that

the sign ah can represent h with any vowel preceding it.
-!t tL

In a few cases a on its side has been placed under a letter to indicate that the

sign occurs in two different forms. Since these are quite similar to each other there

will be little difficulty in learning them, but both will be written at the appropriate

place in the list of signs, one being put in parentheses.
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Please note alternative readings of certain signs suggested above, in the middle

paragraph on page 2.

It might alsà be mentioned that frequently a c.neifomz sign is used as a "deteimina

tiv" is we mean that it indicates the type of word that follows. Thus there is a

detelininative that precedes the n of a country, one for the na of a deity, one

preceding the now of a man, another the name of a woman, one for motatains, one for

wooden objects, etc.
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jeCfj*phto*l seeps includes not only. the oriin*1 lands of Babylonian eivilization"M

b3r1oni& and Aaayr1 extends in the east as far as the t*iis Run region,
*

reasMng northear to t ".Agros mt.tns, while it ext*ndt toward the west through

Mesopotamia, and Asia l4ar to 8y11* and the Boast of the 1sd1terraaeas Ghronolcio.

ally aunsiforn law begins at least as early as $000 8C with the first interpretable

legal Inscriptions and continues dona to the gradual disappearsnoo of Babylonian otvtl.

isattast during the second and first centuries 3"CØ It is obvious that there could not have

been a unttern loal systen covering this vast geographical are. and enduring throughout

this long period. hat we have to deal with 1. rather a. couplex or laws of the peoples

who settled in the nether countries as well as of those who, located in the surrounding

regions, case under the influence of B.by11.a aivilisatton. The tunetfore script,

however, which was peculiar to Babylonian otvi1i ton, nay serve as the external

criterion of this cultural influence a.s well as of a certain his tariosi unityj in

this cotton the Chines. script offers an ana1oy,

Up to the present tL them have been nade eleven subdivisions, sogrsph.

teal as well as obronoloiosl, in eoneitorm laws Suasrian, Old AkbadIan, Old Babylonian,

Elsaitto, Old Assyrian, Middle 3by1ontan, 1 ddle Assyrian, Pittite, ubraean, 14c.

Assyrian and ce abyloni. risn law dates fron the oldest legal isacriptiouis to

the fall of the last dnatr of Ur about *200 13IC. The Sirte.zis were the earliest

Inhabitants of Babylonta to leave legal insoriptionig they invented cuneiform writing

and founded Babylonian culture. 1nculed *.of 014 Aktdtan law is limited chiefly to

the dynasty *f Akkad, about 2700 B.C. to 2600 B.C. The Adisns differed fren the

Srtass, whose agglutinative laagege has made linguistic clessific tion thus far







Impossible, in that they were Semite* who had inhabited northern Babylonla fron the

earliest known time, Old Babylonian law flourished from 2200 to 1800 B.C. '111th the

downfall of Saertsn rule social changes, resulting probably from the immigration

of Semitic tribes fran 'o nd north, led to the rise of Semitic dynasties as well

as to the absorption oJ' the Sumerian. in the emitio population, The pr of Baby.'

lenin under the first Babylonian dynasty intensified its cultural influence upon

RU=, where legal documents were drawn up in the Akkadian iseguag, at about this time,

Old Assyrian law developed during the last centuries of the third millennium, While

there is no evidence of this law for Assyria itself, there are documents from Assyrian tra.

ding colonies in Asia Minor. These colonics were located near Xsisarieh in what was later

called Cappadocia, and the doozssnts are therefore called Cappadootan. These extremely

difficult texts-.leg documents and letters-.indioat* the existence of a hily devel

oped c.roe with Amour, To the present time they have constituted also the, chief

p proofs of the existence of a specific oani.rctal law in the area of the Bear Best,

This problem, however, requires further research, The fall of the first Babylonian

dynasty, caused by a migration which brought the barbarous mountain people of Lahu

(Cassites) into flabylonis, represented a collapse of civilization. For oentur$ss

thereafter sources are lackingj and in the period from 1500 to 1200 9,C,, for which

sources are cue. more available, they indicate the emergence of a new world, a ran.

aimssnoe of Bnbylcnien civilization, which for the first time spread visibly through

the entire Near East, taking on an tnteruattoxoharacter, In a political system of

several revel powers, cuneiform writing beoan. the prevailing script, used even for

the rosording of foreign idiome, while the Akkadtam language boeam the language of

international and diplcsaatic oammaniozticn. llamas it ii not by chance that there

are extant legal records covering the territories of all the powers in existence at the

tin.. There are distinctions between Middle Babylonian law which shows the Casattes

to have been already wholly assimilated by Babylonian cultural Middle Assyrian law.



preserved chiefly through docusnta from Assur; Hittite law, in so fbr as it san be

raconatruoted fron the documents in the state archives of the capital Hattusa

(ioghas eut in Asia Minor. *icb were written in the Akksdisn and Hittite lanMages,

and Subaraean (aurrit. law in the documents from Arrapha (Juzi..Kirkaak east or Assur

written in Akkadian. Although Arrapha was only a small vassal kingdou of the Mitsumi

Empire, the fourth great pr in the Near East, its documents are representative of

the law of the latter; for the peoples were of the same race, neither lndo..rop.an

nor Semitic,




The great migration which began about 1200 B.C, represents another dark

period in the history of Babylonian law, Again there ss a change in the population,

this time characterised by the penetration of Aramaic tribes, who gradually adapted

their primitive forms of life to the Babylonian oivi3tsation, which had maintained

itself with difficulty in the cities. Toward the close of this period there emerged the

lesyrten l. (800.400 B.C.) evidenced particularly by finds in Nin.vsh Assyria was

at that time a world power but toward the end of the seventh century it disintegrated

thus disappearing tron the history of the world, The following neo.Babylomtet period

(e. 700 B,C, to o, 200400 3,c.) may be considered honogoneous although it includes

the domination of the Persians (after 839 ,C,) and that .f the Greeks (after 531 B.C.),

subsequent to the rule f the native Chal&e..n dynasty. As far as it has been possible

to observe, foreign rule involved no profound changes in the law, It is true that the

vast mass of material cowers only a portion of Babylonia, although the o1 tablets

found in J"rab (near Aleppo Indicate a wider dispersion of neo. abylonian law. The
IN'!.

major competitors of cuneiform writing and of the clay tablet were the Arssto alphabet

and the parchment or paus document, which was mach better adapted to the latter

script, Developing as early as the n.o.Assyrian period, it mast have spread increasingly

among the Aramaic population from the time of the Persians, whose official language was



Araniaic, so that durin the period of the eleuoids the cuneiform docent was used

solely in the conservative temple sduinistratins. Together with cuneiform law it

disappeared hers a. well about the end of the second century B.C.

Whether these laws, the nwber of which nay be increased in tims through

new excavations, are related otherwise than by their ccme.on cuneiform script is

largely a moat question today. It may be said that the phrases of the Sumerian doo.

tiaents influenced most, profoundly those of the Old Akkadian end Old Babylonian texts

and that their influence sontinced to the Cessite period, This influence, however,

scarcely extended so tar as Bum end Assyria; and the nec-Babylonian documents rep.

resent a type concerning whose origin nothing at all is mown, The problem of the

material interaction of these laws is a much more difficult matter, especially in the

field of civil law, With respect to civil law, Mktoh i. based upon the elementary

instincts of man and conservative 1* its evolution, comparative law indicates that

corresponding development, even in the laws of people. who came into historical contact

with cas another, is due to am independent parallel evolution rather than to diffusion,

even it diffusion could be evidenced in business forms, Therefor. it is for the present

hypothetical whether cuneiform law exerted any influence upon the West, particularly

upon Greek law, with which it came into contact daring the last stage of its evolution,

A history of the evolution of cuneiform law is Impossible today, and it

is unlikely that it cam ever be written, The various known periods are separated by

interval. which are poor in sources or for historical reasons possess none at all,

'2i3 because periods of migration arid of cultural decay leave little or no written records.

Wring the" periods Babylonian civilization was not destroyed, it is true; it was

merely buried. It is to be assumed, however, that the new population had to travel

the road from primitive legal conditions to higher forms of law, which made written

records necessary. Tat as far as it is possible to compare the various periods with

one another there is no continuously ascending line of develomaeut, Th. oldest records



do not disclose the Erevai tus o1' law, nor d L; later period x¬cossarli

evidence a more developed law. Thus the Semitic law of the Old Babylonian period

is in many respects more primitive then that of the earlier Sumerian age,

Under these otroumatenoas a comprehensive outline of cuneiform law is

possible solely as a comparative description of various legal institutions, to the

extent that their juridic structure end their economic end social functions have

been discovered, Such work unfortunately has been don. only to a slight degree and

least of all for the neo.Babylonian legal documents, which have been known longest of all,

hence this outline mast necessarily be sonehwat incomplete,IThe oldest cuneiform

records extant are administrative texts..-notee upon fields and deliveries of goods,

This in true of the archaic clay tablets from Jeadet Nasr, which are still purely

piotographio, end of the documents from Uruk, some of * ich are even older, Thousands

of such records, especially those of temple administrat 'ns)are the outstanding feature

of the Sumerian period as a whole, The oldest juridlo records in our poss.sson,

however, are stone inscriptions containing lists of deeds to plots of land, At a very

early date, at least as early as the Old Babylonian period, there occurs the private

business document, such as the so.otlled ease tablet; in which the text is repeated upon

the enveloping clay easing with the seals of the witnesses rularly stamped upon it.

Thin double document, which was probably intended to protect the text against forgeries,

spread to Assyria, to the Subarae.ns, whore the outer text was shortened to a heading,

It i completely missing in the neoaabylonian period, but is found in a form adapted

to other writing materials in Palestine, in Egypt under the Ptelemies and among the

Romans. It is possible that it was borrowed from the Orient, but this cannot be proved.

With regard to content the business document always remained an objective protocol before

witnesses, who do not appear in the administrative text. The conclusion of the contract

was set forth briefly as having already taken place, because the document was not written

by the parties to the contract but by proessional scribes (tiupsIiarrt who were trained

in school., It was in these shools that there developed what my be called cuneiform



juricprudozic. It wore Ioiy o iri3 o the, drumiN.: up of business

forns, and only in the neo.Babylonian period did they beoaae more flexible, A proof
10

of this it the ua.r'o4.kk*dian series
anajitttu

consisting largely of such forms,

which developed in the early 014 Babylonian period.

Because of the political configuration 0? Babyrlonia in the Sumerian

period, when individual cities ccntosed for supreiey, law differed according to the

1ooality. It was city law, .though its basic concepts were everywhere the same by

reason of the conson civilization, Tranents of such sumerian city laws are still

extant, The first and only great code of legislation known to us is the Old Babylo

nian cods of the greatest ruler of the first Babylonian dynabty, Hamnurabi, Written

the Abdan language, it was p1arind as a legal code for the entire kingdom,

It consists of a compilation of older Akkadisn and Sumerian laws and tends to strike

a balance between the two legal systems. Then there are reforms made by the king-..

partly in the form of changes or interpolations in the draft cod.... ho here displayed

his social viewpoint, for he sympathised with the weak, which soetinos led him to

excessive protection of the debtor. No considered himself the ar tar. the king

of equity law, as crntra.td with kettwa the fixed, riid law. These concepts, which

were evolved as early as the uaerian period, might be compared d th equity and caaon

law, They are, however, theoretical concepts rather than living forces like the latter.

It is doubtful whether the code was wholly applied in practise, for it had a certain 1earod

stamp which led to the retention of obsolete legal provisions, as in the primitive rules

governing offenses against property which threaten the defeated party with the death

penalty. Nevertheless, the influence of this code upon the period must have been

tremendous and it was regarded with high esteem as a literary monument in later centur

ies in Babylonia, i. Middle Assyrian collection at court decisions and laws, the latter

no doubt largely derived frost an urban code of Assur, was probably the work of private

individuals whe modernized or lossed older laws by later additions, The first tablet,



which was a cods, of laws reterdingjwaaen, has been best preserved it contains pro

visions r.ardtn nmrrtage law and offenses by and aatnst woman, There I. a

doubt s,s to the nature of a collection of laws, principally criminal, found in the

state archives at tUt and written in the Hittite languae. Althou&h this

collection, which survives in several editions, consists largely of laws it

scarcely have been published as a code in the form in wMoh it has *me down to us.

It is rather an official collection of individual laws and decisions for the use

of officials of the royal courts Fragments of legal prescriptions, chiefly regarding

marriage and inheritance law,' which date from, the ueo.Babylonian ported are of tnd.*.r

mtrtte nature, To these sources may be added private and official lett.rs, documents coo.

asoted with the management of primate households, temple acinistrations and to a

lesser extent the administration of the government.

The" sources deal primarily with civil law or with econcato management,

such as tha of the temples, Only the state archives of liatua and of neou.Assyrian

Itneveh furnish any considerable number of document. on governmental law and public admin.'

titration, so that our knowlede of the state is meager. There is enough tnformatt

however, to dispel the widely held belief that the ancient East posessed only the

despotic wtaroh, This may be true at the OldaBabylonian, me-Babylonian and nec

Assyrian kinks, although a remarkable text makes it the duty of the latter to sold

arbitrariness and to respect the law; it may be true also of the state at the close

of the Saerian period, toh had degraded the former city princes (ks to more

officials, Its character is clearly expressed in the deification (which dtsapare

later) of the ng. But even the Old Assyrian rulers seam to have been confronted

with a considerable degree of urban autonomy, while the Old Assyrian trading colonies

in Asia Minor had a republican form of government, As the state treaties found in

Hattua show, the Hittite Empire was a federative alliance under the leadership of

Eatti, and its rulers were probably linked to the dependent princes through feudal



bonds, This was similar to the feudal relationship between the Syrian vassals of

this period and the pharaoh, as I. evidenced by the Egyptian king's correspondence with

the written in Afrdtan and found in E1.Arns in Rapt, Within Batti itself the

king,' position was tar frcsn absolute, being limited by a powerful arietoeraoy, The

state possessed feudalistic traits which supposedly also characterized Assyria and

Mitaimi at this period. As for kbylon.ta the he un ..'-;hallus shaped stones with

inscriptions regarding grants of land which were placed under the protection of the

gods, whose symbols are inscribed in the upper hail of the stones, or relating the royal

grant of privileges to prominent men and families.-are also a sign Of the weakening Of

centralized rule. Th. small fist (iflu), consisting of land allocated for the support

of soldiers and artisans, must be distinutsbod from feudalism proper, ich appears

to have been characteristic of the middle period. Th. small fist existed in all periods

and was marked by a trend toward the gradual transformation 8f the fief into private

property throuh inheritance and the right of disposal or toward the conversion of the

original obligation of service into a tax,

present day knowledge of the ohiminal law is derived largely from the

ar14pl provisions of the laws, which are by no means inclusive, The criminal law is

an affair of the state, as there is no vestige of private vengeance except in oases

of adultery. ut it is largely a private criminal law in that punishment is meted out

on behalf of the wronged party and not of the state, This is true of fines as well as

of corporal punishment, since the latter could be remitted oontractua ly through the

payment of a sum of money. In several oases in the Middle Assyrian code of law this

is expressly stated and it may have been true to a wider extent, In addition there is

the public offenses wich is prosecuted by the state; its delimitation. req*r. further

investigation, The concept of criminal guilt is outlined, The Code of H.atturabt and

the Hittite law emphasize the deliberate deed in certain oases and punish it sMe

severely. There existed moreover a concept o1 guilt over and above such individual



*

oases, but it was thought of obj.stively. For instance, it was held that the

receiver of stolen goods was not a person who knowingly bought stolen property

but a person who contracted a purchase secretly, without witnesses, hat Indies.

tions are not lacking in the Code of Maarabt and particularly in the Middle Assyrian

cod. that the concept of guilt had already begun to be based upon the subjective atti.

tude pf the doer, upon his actual knowled&e or lack of knowled.e, Penalties were

gs4uat.d aoordtng to whether the injured party were & freeman or a slave or

according to the rank of the culprit. On the other hand, there was no differentiation

215 as to criminal responsibility, as indicated most clearly in the Hittite code, This

attitude carresponds to the relatively free position of the slave throu~,,hout the Near

Mastg slaves were allowed to marry and to c a limited amount of property, Such

leniency was probably due to the small number of private slaves, for the slave problem

scarcely szistsd at all.




penalties of the
The Lox talionia was the dominating feature in the6od of amuabi

together with the frequent death penalty and the fine, while corporal puniaba.nt aa

a spesifta penalty was of slight importance, The Mtttite code is similar but doss

not contain the taUo as a punishment, On the other hand, in Assyrian penal law cor

poral punis)aent (&l,aicj and whipping play an important part, and in civil law

the *bloody penalty* for breach of contract predinates'hia and the outspoken doscrip.

tion of sexual offenses, for which the refined Code of Uaaa,rabt uses veiled terminology,

are as characteristic of the Assyrians as the soucettat ap]aeent admonitions of the

Hittite lawgivers for leniency end forbearance are characteristic of the latter.

Collec-tiveresponsibility is of some interest-the liability of the omtty for the unknown

criminal in the Code of }la.siirabt and possibly in Hittite and 3ubaraean Law as well and

the liability of the criminal's family, which is evidenced in the Hittite code, although

even here it is already declining.

Little is known of the civil trial, A large number of eumerian documents



(diu.til-la frc £a*h in so;hr,rn aby1cnia dati frora hø last Ur dynasty reveal

a fully developed governmental machinery of justice in the hands of the city prince

and later a bench of judges, Such a set up accords with the general character Of the

period. The trial under Old Babylonian l*w was of a more private nature. The decision

of the court was not binding but became so caly indirectly, when the parties to the

suit submitted to it 4agh a document expressing the renunciation of the complaint

(4!aPpu 1* Unless such renunciation was forthcomin, suit mifbt be brought

again. In addition there evolved an authoritarian urtsdtction of the king and of

his officers, who passed final decision upon the disputes brought before then. The

material on trials contained in the Old Assyrian, Subaraaan and necBabylonian texts

awaits systematic reeeu'eb.fl The fly orgeniastion at the leading peoples of the

Year East was patriarchal, ith the father ruling the house. It differed from the Roman

patria potestas in th.t it did not necessarily last throughout his lifer nor did it

exclude the personal property of members of the fsMly, especially of the wife. Ascor.

dingly the monogernous marriage was a marriage by purchase or based upon purchase,

althou.h the documents differentiate in phraseology between such a marriage and a

purchase. Acaording- to Old Babylonian law the bridegroom paid his prospective

father.in'4av a bride price (tirhatwa) This was the engagement through which the

bridegroom became the "owner of the wife" (b:.1 aatia in accordance with the rules koveen.

1mg all buying and selling. The engagement boosrte a marriage when the bride was

handed over to the household of the husband or at least when a written marriage contract

was drawn up. ThereUter only the husband might dissolve the marriage-the wife,

who was merely an object of the marriage contract, had no right of divorce--shil. the

prospective groom could cancel the engagement by surrendering the briddor the bride's

father by returning it twofold. In Sumerian law, at least during the later period, the

bride price was converted into a marriage present to the wife, which served to t1cs

.ere of her in case of widowhood and which later the husband often confirmed as a



bequest. Consomatt with the wife's improved status was the fact that she could

under certain circumstances annul the marriage. According t the dt.'til-la do...

uments marriage might be concluded also before a court. The bride price and the

marriage gift are both to be found in the Code of Hsanurabi$ but the former was

probably a result of the influence of Semitic imaigrants, who transformed the

social composition or the population toward the end of the Sumerian period..

Marriage In the Middle Assyrian period some to have corresponded in status to

that under Sumerian law, The engagement no longer consisted of the payment of the

bride price but of the presentation of engagement gifts (zubull while the tirhatu

became a marriage gift. Little is known of the Hittite marriage. Traces of marriage

by abduction are indicated, while, cm the other harr, there seems to have existed

an enagement oorrospondin, to that in the Code of Ilaamurabi, comprising the p*yt

of a bride price (kuat.. Among the Subar4s marriage was a primitive affair.

Not only was a bride price paid with sums fixed by law, but the bride's father like a

vender guaranteed the eviction of the bride, For *asri*ge under the neo4abylonian law

further research is needed., The bride price no longer existed, and it i. doubtful

whether there was a marriage gtftj but the wife's dowry (nucluirmG played an important

part. This consisted not merely of her marriage outfit (house furnishings) but was

ordinarily a capital fund (money., land end slaves) which remained the wife's property

and which was inherited by her children after her death, Its proceeds were used by the

household and managed by the husband, The nzluu of Subaraean law, which often involved

the partial return of the bride price. was a similar institution, The Code of Hamuur-

abi provides for a dowry (1er1ktum similar to the no,-Babylonian nudunn( whereas,

peculiarly enough, only the dunnG is mentioned in the documents, being looked upon

rather as merely a marriage outfits

The Middle Assyrian code provides for a marriage without a common household,



in which the wife remained in her father's house and merely received visits from her

husband, This marriage form, with freer position of the wife, goes back to a marriage

without bride price, in which originally neither the wife nor the children was subject

to the power of the husband, It exhibits, however, the tendency to approach the pat

riarchal marriage by purchase. Traces of a peculiar family organization, In which

instead of the father the oldest brother presided over the family, are to be found in

the second millennium In Armenia, Arrapha and Slam. This "fratrtarohal" family is

connected with the a*ily ocisimmity which expects centralized leadership by the most

experienced; that is, the oldest, In this case on the death of the head of the family

this leadership passes not to his son. but to the younger brother and so on. In part,

for example in Elam, the "fratriaroh? can be explained on the basis of an original

matriarchal family, in which the brother replaces the father, who remains outside the

family (awnoulate). At the time of the sources the fre.triarchal family 1. everywhere in

the process of being transformed into the patriarchal.

Inheritance was patriarchal also, According to Sumerian law only the son

was an heir, since he alone was able to continue the family. The first born eon is

given preference in south Babylonian law of the Old Babylonian period as well as in

Middle Assyrian and Subaraean law, If the estate of a childless testator was handed

over to relatives, it was an acquisition of the e*tate but not an inheritance. Like

wise the daughter was excluded from the line of inheritance, and if she did inherit....

because of the absence of sons..-she was not called the heir, in such a ease circurn

locutions were employed as, for example, "successor to the estate", rid/it

in Old Babylonian law, In neo..Babylonian law the line of inheritance was materialized

into a more acquisition of property; the person "obtaining the estate" was the heir.

Under such circumstances the will was of no importance, 'What is found in the way of

testaments belongs under the heading of family law, the testator without a son being

able to adopt a son as his heir while still alive or at the time of his death (by



In addition to this flg.nnin,* adoption, Old Babylonian law provides for a

variety of tome of adoption, tieh Involve a more guardianship relation between the

parties rather than inclusion In the family, This was especially true of si*ors and

women, Besides the adoption will then are evidences of parental distribution Is all

periods, particularly developed as tatu (provision) in Subaracan law. This distribution

at the estate anong the family (wife and children) aesording to the rules of legal In.

hinitano. is related to the noH1 of gifts in case of death, which is found in Brian

and Old Babylonian law as referring to individual gifts and witch night involve the

"nttro estate according to neou.babylonisn law, taking the place of the adoption will.

Hare again, however, distribution usually did not extend beyond the Idttte family,

and tr..don of testamentary dispotttcn did not exist,

uacteristio of Babyl"fIs civilization wer. the 4orp4uZoi t'to Corned a

special east. of ton(le slaves (èArk in the great tonples of the neo.3abylonisn periodp

there were also free hierodulot including even the king's daughter. Me" is knaw*

concerning the foua]e bt.roa1oi of the Old Babylonian periodj these were forbidden to have

l.glte children, whether pledged to prostitution or to chastity, The tinole votary

could therefore have no heirs, and the wealth given her by her father at the time of her

dedication passed to her brother after her death, unless her father mened another am heir

or allowed her free disposition of her property, Certain )deroduloi were even allowed to

merry but were replaced by concubines for the bearing of children. According t 8rtan

law, when the wife was sterile, even the children borne the husband by a prostitute were

legitimate,




Then. are various ferns of land tom" in cuneiform law. The ned for re;ul-

sting the periodic floods in Babylonia favored the aggregation of men into large units from

earliest times. In northern Bnby]rnia clans wers the units of political organization

and ooners of the 3knd in the) Old Akksdisn period. Is. the south the very oldest legal

finds indicate the existence of private prope*ty, landownership being concentrated inthe-



Is the hands of proninent femilies, however. espeeial1 of the city rulers. Tm Akhed

the clans were deprived of their land by the king partly thrgh purchase and also by

the use of force,, If we may generalize the course of development is Lagw& la southern,

Sabylonis. this process so to have continued during the subsequent centuries until

toi'd the end of the Srian period all land had beocms the property of temples and of

the state, Uøusei and Lardens were privately an do but not tilled laMj this accords

with the r ther pronounced state socialistic character of the period. The population,

ordered in castes according t trades, lived largely for and through the state; state

economy was predominant and with it a. west bureaucracy, which also managed the public

storehouses, The eeonem5o status of the individual seems to have been for the most part

poor, 55 t& idic.td by the frequent evidence at the sale of children, Iothin. is more

obarsoterittio of the social transition to the Old Babylonian period tha* the reappearance

of private land tens", In this period the state also took over an extensive goverumental

eooncsq from the Sta.rtana. The predoninance of large estates would correspond to the

feudalistic mature of the middle period, In fact it is assumed that Babylemia during the

Catsite period was characterized by the collective cencrahip of families possessing

political power. It is possible that family consunities o5ng considerable land existed

1* *tddla Assyria, while in Arrapha the evolution of large estates can be followed directly

from the docaanta for various families, t little I. known as yet ,f conditions during

the n.o.kbylomi.n period,

Aoquia3(iton of private property was chiefly by purchase, Persoal property was

acquired by transfer, while the purchase of rea$,stst. is attested by documents. The

same hold. true of slaves, cattle and, e.pe.ialI in Babylonia, temple benoftoes, Purchase

was always effected for cash in accordance with certain formsj that ii, direct exchange

of money for econoditics. The purchaser acquired full title as soon as the price was paid,

Title became final with the ranaf.r, which aiht be replaced by the document, The renen.

station clauses which are characteristic of the Old Babylonian deeds, especially the clauses

effecting the seller are related to this custom. The sale adoption of Arrapha is peculiar.



In order to evade an thalienabihity of real Property, which my have been dias to feudal

Institutions, the seller adopted the buyer and than. transferred the land to bin as a son

by same of statu since Inheritance existed, the buyer gtvtn a "present* instead f the

cash pro, in return. According to the older Surian, Middle Assyrian and Subsraeaa law

an act of publication wee **=acted with the purchase, which aade the transfer of land

publicly known and incontestable, The sale was pubhiøly proohaid by the herald, who

stated that third parties who. did not asks a protest at the tine would lose all claim

thereafter, Than the" occurred another dociamntary verification, which it carried out

before the court 'aide the publication ueoeseary in Arrapha. Me hadurni possibly also

pertorned a publicity t\anotion, As a torn purchase for cash the transaction could not

create a obligations, either for the delivery of the goods or for the paynent of the

price, nor could it deal with any but separately stated objects, Therefore if the selling

price *s to be credited, a special credit transaction was necessary. According to the

oonoepto of cuneiform law the sale of bulk oonraodttiee, such as grain or wool, was not a

sale at all but took the torn of a loan or aat.rial contract, In other words, if it were a

credit sate or a sale by subscription, the buyer declared that he had received the goods,

and the seller that he had received the price, both pronising equivalent considerations,

The widespread acceptance of the idea that the Babylonians were a trading

people requires ause reservaticuà, While this may be true of the Old Assyrian period,

we have no sources for the Middle period, and the nec-Babylonian period has not been

adequately investiatod, It i. scarcely true of the Sua.ria.n and Old Babylonian periods.

This dose not nean that there was no tradej but most of the trading was in the hands of

the state, and the tamkarum so often encountered for this period was not a private neroh.

ant but a. soniovernaental functionary, Th. trading conpany, In the fern of t}4onaeztdi,

was of lesser importance and rather siaple, A capitalist (uansaia save his trawling

partner capital for a single trading Mtg., retaining a claim to the repayment of the

capital and to participation in the profits. Credit was undeveloped, being, granted



a

iy tsr short terms east repayable as a rule at the meat harvest; thus mat was largely

agricultural. The chief form of credit transaction was the ban (money or oodity lc*n,

with uiiioizs rates of interest; in the Code of Esrsbi the legal ms7inIts interest rate

is fixed at 10 percent and U.1,* percent), As a fictitious lean, separated trot the

object of the loan, however, it could by virtue of Us document incorporate other causes

of debt as obligations, such as the mortgaging of a purchase price debt. There vas

furthermore the oblt,atton note (V ilt) in which the creditor was stated to have capital

upon the debtor, which the latter would repay. It is obaractertetis that this form is

rare In the Old Babylonian period, that it dcstnated the eeroial activity of the Old

Assyrian period exclusively end that in the neo.'aabylonian period it displaced the loam

almost entirely, The 1 Utia as an extremely flexible debt form, a written pronis. to

pay, which might incorporate any cause of debt and which might also appear abstractly,

separated from any debt cause, It is omeperabi. to the Rams *tipulatjo with which it

shares a emon origin from a arrant of security, To that extent it is an Indication of

rather active currency circulation,

The securities for a debt are the suretyship and the pledge, the former

being espedally prevalent in neo.Babylcnien law, Th. terminology of the suretyship in..

valves as in other systems of law a esture of the hand (handclasp, raising the hand) as

the original form of bond, throh ioh the warrantor's liability is pledged with his

body, The pledge is in Its oldest form always one entitling the creditor to possession

and usufruct, the latter covering either the capital and the interest or only the interest,

1* the latter ease the ledge was forfeited if the pledged debt was not repaid; that is,

the creditor received final title to the pledge instead of receiving payment of the debt,

Hones neither the body nor the property of the debtor was liable for repainent of the debt,

in addition to the pledge, The debtor was not obliged to pay the debt but merely entitled

to redeem the pledge wbth the amount loaned. Trcm this point evolution continued, first

to the poasessionl.ss pledge or mortgage, which was designated as such in Old Babylonian



end in Elaaitie law and whisk was n*rked in Elan by ** act of publicity, miah as the

driving of a pledge post into the pledged piece f land. It is found also in Middle Assyr.

tan, neo.Assyrtan and neo.Babylonian law, Tbas was the sale pledge, of the conversion

of whioh we know but little, It may be posi*lated, however, from the agrsceent for the

debtor'* personal liability for the debt, which is found in Middle Assyrian, nee-Assyrien

and neo.Babylanisn law, For the latter must have b.oon of praettoal importance as soon

as the sale indicated that the value of the pledge was less than the amount of the debt,

Bat the older form of pledge persisted. I* general pledge law was relatively prinitive,

end there was scarcely any developed form of land credit, In the documents there are

found as pledge objects plots of s well as persona (slaves &M frossion, children, the

debtor's wife and even the debtor himself). In the case of freecen the forfeiting of the
L q

pldged pel'son, 'Apparently the Code of Ieámrabi suoesstully prohibited this, But it still

occurs in Old Assyrian law and probably in Middle Assyrian and Subaraean law as well.

The pledging at a freemen as a usufrust pledge to the creditor is a form of

exploitation of another's labor power, and the latter mast also have been of oonsld"rablø

importanee in the form of the tree labor contract, in 'view of the slight extent of slave

labor, Proof of this is found in the wage scales for serious classes of artisans in the

Code of Heimnirabi and in the Hittite laws, The deciasats of the Old Babylonian and boom

Babylonian period, furnish an incomplete picture of conditions, no doubt because a large

proportion of free labor was performed for the state and the temples, and this cannot

be considered a private labor contrast, The form of labor contract was derived from the

renting of claws. There are evidences also of another ts in the Old Babylonian period

in whi di * worker or the foreman of a group of workers resetwd a payment on aseount of

wages, are.tng to c to work, either on his own behalf or on behalf of his ocnrad.s.

These were seasonal (harvest) laborers, who were held trietly liable for non4'ulftlaent of

the contract in .eoordenee with special laws because of the importance of harvesting.

They indicate a]... the existence of large estates, which required large numbers of outside



/
laborers dnrinc the harvest season, Iserces rent and lease contrauts dating fron the

Old Babylonian and nee-Babylonian periods are also extant, but it cannot be proved from

the former class of contracts whether a ocnstdera 1. proportion or the urban population

lived in%ented quarters, Th. importance or leases is indicated by their detailed regulation

in the Code of *sanurabt. They are found in various forms, as interest lens. or partial

lease, depending upon whether it was plowed lend, plantations or land to made amble, In

the meo..Bablonian period) to i s found also as a lease in oonstderatto* of an impost

(ijt!!upcn the lessee, to be fixed at a later date, This was possibly the form of

lease for the dependent peasants of temples end large *states. Moreover the leases were

made for small plots of land end ordinarily, with the exception of leases for virgin land,

covered only the tern of a single harvest,
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